REUSEABLE • FEATHER WEIGHT 6.1 oz • MAX PROTECTION

CUSTOM FITTING HEAD STRAP

FULL LENGTH SHIELD

•Made from unbreakable Lexan
Polycarbonate in .040 thickness
•Crystal clear optics
•Shield Height: 9.625”
•Shield Top Width: 20”

•High grade elastic strap with exceptional recovery
& soft poly woven finish for added comfort
•Propietary Smartlock® Buckle locks in desired
TAPERED DESIGN
strap length for a secure adjustable custom fit
•Fits over glasses, masks & loupes
•Compact shield shape tapers towards chin (See back for fit instructions)
to follow natural shape of face allowing
maximum maneuverability

FULL EAR PROTECTION

•Shield-wings provide full
peripheral coverage
•Shield extends past ears for
maximum splash barrier protection

CUSTOM BEND

•Provides tighter fitting side
protection using less space
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OPTIONAL WICK GUARD
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•Added protection overhead
•Wick tech fabric with 3/16” foam
cushioning at forehead for added comfort
•Optional venting configuration to reduce fogging
•Completely removable for ease of washing
•Attaches/detaches from hook ‘n loop

LOUPE/ HEADGEAR DEPTH
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•Specifically designed for the dental industry with evaluations
from dentists, hygienists and masters of public health
•Comfortably accommodates all standard size surgical loupes
•Longer loupes clear shield with use of add-on Depth Extender
•Average approx. 2.75” depth from forehead to shield
(head circumference slightly varies depth) OPTIONAL DEPTH EXTENDER

SEE BACK FOR CARE
INSTRUCTIONS

Available upon request

•Add-on strip of cushioning to provide additional
clearance for longer surgical loupe models
•Place between forehead & shield

DURABLE FASTENERS
•Fasteners permanently hold
strap in place for consistent fit
& longevity of use

SEE IT IN ACTION

YouTube.com/MrProKnee
PLAYLIST: PPE:COVID-19

C U S T O M F I T H E A D S T R A P SMART LOCK®
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Your recently purchased ProKnee COVID-19 Face Shield is made from a highly durable, long lasting Lexan Polycarbonate.
This material is virtually unbreakable, however, the Lexan will scratch more easily than glass if not cared for properly.
Please read through the following to ensure proper care is taken to extend the long term use of your shield.
Wash Lexan shield with a mild
soap or detergent (e.g., Joy/
Dawn/Palmolive dishwashing
liquid) and lukewarm water using
a clean sponge or a soft cloth.
Rinse well with clean water. Dry
thoroughly with air hand dryer,
a chamois or moist cellulose
sponge to prevent water spots.
All of the headgear (ie. poly
woven elastic head strap, plastic
Smartlock buckle and optional
grey wick guard/sweat band) can
be washed in the same manner.

TIPS

•Don’t use a dry cloth to clean your Lexan shield. This will only lead to scratches.
•DO use Brillianize or Novus #1 (known for their performance and anti-static properties) with
a soft lint free cloth to remove everyday dust and dirt. (These cleaning solutions do not contain any antibacterial properties, so we recommend dishwashing soap for that.)
•Frequent use of common household solvents (such as Lysol, Pinesol & Isopropanol
alcohol) may damage polycarbonate and shorten the long term use of this product.
•Don’t use ammonia based glass cleaners, such as Windex.
•Don’t use abrasives or high alkaline cleaners, such as Simple Green.
•Don’t use cleaners in direct sunlight or at elevated temperatures as this can lead to staining.
•Don’t leave cleaners on surface for long periods of time, wash immediately.
•Don’t use scrapers, squeegees or razors.
•NEVER use a dry cloth or your hand to clean your polycarbonate as this rubs the dirt and
dust INTO the polycarbonate as much as it rubs it OFF.

SEE IT IN ACTION

YouTube.com/MrProKnee
PLAYLIST: PPE:COVID-19

